INTRODUCTION

A vacuum arc discharge is well-known method to obtain highly ionized plasma of any conductive material (Plyutto et al., 1965; Lunev et al., 1976; Kondrat’eva et al., 1999). Cathode arc found its application for variety of deposition technics of thin coatings and ion implantation technology. Despite its excellence the main disadvantage of a vacuum arc is macroparticle (MP) contamination which roughly limited its application in areas where high qualities of coatings are demand. As solution of MPs problem many plasma filtering systems (PF) are developed (Aksenov et al., 1978; Anders, 1999; Ryabchikov et al., 2005). PFs usually allow to reduce MPs up to 2-4 orders but also provide a very limited possibilities of plasma transportation through their magnetic and electromagnetic systems. Some approaches propose to suppress generation of MPs based on vacuum arc discharge properties (decreasing of cathode temperature, pulsed discharge, etc.) (Bizyukov et al., 2006; Proskurovsky et al., 2007). P. D. Swift showed that using tangential to cathode surface magnetic field noticeably increase velocity of cathode spot motion which leads to decreasing of local temperature of cathode and as following generation of MPs (Swift, 1996). Studying of MPs size distribution showed that most significant effect acquired for micron-sized MPs. An effect of MPs reduction has been observed experimentally in works (Tau et al., 1990). The authors of these papers applied negative bias up to \(\varphi = -1000\) V to substrate immersed in vacuum arc and observed general decreasing of MPs in 3-4 times after 10 minutes of TiN deposition. Further development of approach leads authors of papers (Guoqiang et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2012; Stepanov et al., 2016) to using short-pulsed high frequency negative bias which allows to use potentials up to \(\varphi = -3.2\) kV. They observed significant reduction of titanium and aluminum droplets on a substrate immersed in vacuum arc. For MPs with diameter less than 1 µm and treatment time 18 minutes in titanium plasma total reduction of MPs was about 1500 times. Total reduction for titanium MPs of all sizes after 18 minutes of plasma deposition was about 67 times.

Taking into account high efficiency of decreasing small MPs with short-pulsed high frequency negative bias and reduction of generation micron-sized MPs with steered arc brings to idea of combining both methods to receive droplets-free substrate surface after ion-plasma treatment. This paper deals with studying influence of normal and tangential magnetic field to cathode surface and repetitively pulsed negative bias applied to substrate immersed in titanium plasma on MPs accumulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Investigation of magnetic field influence on MPs...
generation was carried out with two types of vacuum arc evaporators. Cathodes of both evaporators made of titanium. The first is traditional cathode with normal to surface magnetic field. The second is evaporator with tangential to cathode surface magnetic field or so called steered vacuum arc generator. Both evaporators are shown in Fig. 1.

Short-pulsed negative bias generator with following parameters has been used in experiments: pulse duration $\tau = 7 \mu s$, pulse repetition rates $f = 10^5$ pulse per second (p.p.s), negative bias pulse amplitude $U_b = 2 \text{kV}$.

Polished to $R_a = 0.035 \mu m$ stainless steel substrates are used. The substrates were mounted on a massive holder. The distance from samples to the cathode of the vacuum arc evaporator was 24 cm. The surface of each substrates was pretreated with ions using argon plasma and the high-frequency short-pulsed bias.

The MP densities on the substrate surface were studied using electron (Hitachi TM-S 3400N) microscopes. Experimental data on changes found in MP number surface density are presented in the fig in absolute units. For each experimental point, total area for MP calculation made 60,000 $\mu m^2$.

RESULTS

Influence of Normal to Cathode Surface Magnetic Field

In case of normal to cathode magnetic field a deposition of titanium plasma on substrate at anode
potential reveals large amount of MPs. Fig. 2a shows the substrate surface after 3 minutes of plasma deposition. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images show that the majority of MPs have diameter less than 1 µm. Dependence of MP surface number density on processing time at anode potential is shown in Fig. 3 (curve 1). Evidently without negative bias total number of MPs on substrate surface increases gradually. After 3 minutes of plasma deposition one may observe trend to saturation related to burying of MPs under growing coating.

Applying of high-frequency short-pulsed negative bias significantly affects on MP surface density and dynamic of their assembling on the substrate during the treatment time. Dependence of MP surface density on processing time at high-frequency short-pulsed negative bias is shown in Fig. 3 (curve 3). Surface density of titanium droplets gradually decreases from $7 \times 10^5$ to $5 \times 10^5$ particle/cm$^2$ with ion-plasma substrate processing time increasing from 30 seconds to 3 minutes. Total reduction of MPs after application of high-frequency short-pulsed negative bias in compare with plasma deposition at anode potential increased from 3 fold after 30 second to almost 15 fold after 3 minutes of a substrate treatment. Variation of high-frequency short-pulsed negative bias’s duty factor allows to achieve compensation of ion-sputtering by plasma deposition and as a result exclude real sputtering of sample surface (Ryabchikov et al., 1991; Sharkeev et al., 1995).

In case of tangential to cathode magnetic field a deposition of titanium plasma on substrate at anode potential reveals reduced amount of MPs. This reduction binds with increasing velocity of cathode spot motion which leads to decreasing of local cathode surface temperature. Cathode spot motion velocity depends on tangential magnetic field strength. However, increasing of magnetic field strength of vacuum arc evaporator with tangential field leads to electron magnetization, decreasing of ion current density and increasing of discharge voltage drop. In our experiments influence of magnetic field strength from 50 Gs to 200 Gs was investigated. Dependences of ion current density and cathode spot velocity versus magnetic field strength measured with cathode to sample distance $L = 24$ cm are presented in fig.4. Ion current density linearly decreases from 10 to 5.5 mA/cm$^2$ when magnetic field strength changes from 50 to 200 Gs (Fig. 4, curve 1). Cathode spot velocity changes from 12.5 m/s (50 Gs) to 22.5 m/s (200 Gs).
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**Fig. 4** Ion current density (1) and cathode spot velocity (2) versus tangential magnetic field strength on cathode-to-substrate distance $L = 24$ cm.

Dependence of MP surface density versus magnetic field strength is presented on Fig. 5. Increasing of magnetic field strength from 50 to approximately 200 Gs leads to gradual reduction of MPs generation. MPs surface density decreases up to 4.5 fold.
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**Fig. 5** MP surface number density versus magnetic field strength after 30 sec of coating deposition.
Investigation of processing time influence on MPs assembling dynamics on a target was carried out with tangential magnetic field strength 190 Gs. Curve 2 of Fig. 3 demonstrates MP surface density changes on a sample with anode potential during plasma deposition. Comparison of curves 1 and 2 (Fig. 3) shows that application of tangential to cathode surface magnetic field provide 2 fold MP surface density reduction after 3 min of vacuum arc plasma deposition.

Using of high-frequency short-pulsed negative bias effects on an assembling of MPs on a substrate. As one may see out Fig. 3 (curve 4) MPs surface density reduced from $5.7 \times 10^5$ to $2.6 \times 10^5$ particles/cm$^2$ after increasing ion-plasma treatment time from 30 sec to 3 min. After 3 minutes of ion-plasma treatment amount of MPs on a sample surface decreases 20 fold compare to plasma deposition on a substrate with anode potential. SEM images (Fig. 6a and 6b) shows effect of multiply decreasing of MP density on a sample surface with negative pulsed bias compared to vacuum arc deposition on a substrate with anode potential.

Comparison of data illustrated on Fig. 3 allows to made conclusion about preference of joint using of tangential to cathode surface magnetic field and high-frequency short-pulsed negative bias in case of titanium vacuum arc plasma. MP surface density after 3 min of plasma deposition with normal to cathode surface magnetic field (Fig. 3, curve 1) surpass similar value in case of tangential magnetic field and negative bias 30 fold (Fig. 3, curve 4). Generally, one may conclude that obtained experimental results show possibility of DC vacuum-arc usage for plasma immersion ion implantation with significant suppressing of MPs on a substrate surface without decreasing of plasma and ion current densities.

CONCLUSION
Joint application of tangential to cathode surface magnetic field and high-frequency short-pulsed negative bias provides significant decreasing of MP density on a sample surface immersed in titanium DC vacuum-arc plasma. Usage of tangential magnetic field decreases generation of MPs 2 fold. In case of normal to cathode surface magnetic field negative bias allows to decrease MP density on a substrate 15 fold in comparison with traditional vacuum arc plasma deposition after 3 min. Applying of tangential magnetic field and negative pulsed bias increases total efficiency of MPs elimination to 30 after 3 min of ion-plasma treatment in comparison with plasma deposition using of axisymmetric vacuum arc evaporator. Given results show possibility of DC vacuum-arc application for plasma immersion ion implantation with significant suppressing of MPs on a substrate surface without decreasing of plasma and ion current densities.
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